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�  Dr. Peter Gariaev 
¡  DNA in quartz container in vacuum, exposed to 

mild laser 
¢ DNA stored photons 

¡  Remove DNA from quartz container 
¢  Structured light remained for up to 30 days 
¢  Energetic duplicate of DNA that does not need the DNA 

to hang around 
¢  A mechanism underlying subtle energy fields? 

�  http://homepages.ihug.co.nz/~sai/DNAPhantom.htm 

http://homepages.ihug.co.nz/~sai/DNAPhantom.htm


� Experiment 
¡  Sensitive laser photon spectrometer 
¡  Sterilized container of DNA placed in high 

vacuum and exposed to laser light 
¡  Measure direct and scattered light 
¡  If target (DNA) has specific frequencies, light 

scatter will relate to the resonant frequencies 
¡  Photons per channel refers to time delay of 

scattering – calculated by multiplying the photon 
signal from 2 different times 







�  DNA in solution – Fig. 3.28: Ripples correlates to vibration 
modes of DNA 

�  In absence of DNA – Fig 3.29 & 3.30: scatter shows 
presence of structure 
¡  Regular peaks indicate there is something in the vacuum that 

has specific resonant frequencies and is scattering the light 
(BUT, THE VACUUM CHAMBER IS EMPTY) 

�  Effect only present when DNA had been in the vacuum 
�  No such “phantom” occurred using other substances 
�  No Phantom Effect if DNA placed in chamber and not 

illuminated by laser 
�  Phantom DNA effect lasted up to 1 month, with gradual 

decay 
¡  Effect reminiscent of behavior of subtle energy 

�  Phantom DNA being excited in a physical vacuum in a range 
of energies close to zero energy 



� Phantom DNA phenomena may be responsible 
for light emissions in Kirilian photography 

� Phantom DNA effect may be an example of 
subtle energy manifestation in which direct 
human influence is not involved 
¡  Coupling of Phantom DNA field and 

electromagnetic field of the laser light 

� Evidence that the energy form associated 
with DNA, in a massless form, gives off 
radiation when excited – is this subtle energy 
isolated in the laboratory? 



� Discovery:  Alexander Gurvich- onion root in 
tube with small hole placed next to another 
onion root. Experiment in the dark.  
Observation:  2nd root grew faster only in the 
area where the 2nd root could “see” the hole.  
Ruled out chemical causes and called it 
“mitogenic radiation”. 



� Fritz-Albert Popp/Bernard Ruth – U Marburg, 
Germany 
¡  Living organisms store & give off light 
¡  DNA, when given ethidium bromide (unwinds 

DNA),releases light (thus, has a store of light) 
¡  Living cells 1st absorb light, then can give off 

light in a delayed luminescence 
¡  Emotional stress causes release of more light 
¡  Even in the dark, our cells give off light  



�  Dr. Fritz-Albet Popp, Int’l Institute of Biophysics in 
Germany 
¡  DNA interacts strongly with certain frequencies of 

coherent laser light and affects NH…O and NH…H 
hydrogen bonds 

¡  Biophotons from all parts of the body are coherent – 
their phases are not random and thus allow 
communication 

¡  Machinery of each cell coordinates its activities by 
exchanging biophotons with other cells- organization 
occurs cooperatively using a pattern supplied by the DNA 

¡  DNA works like a photon store 
¡  Photons raise the energy levels of molecules, preparing 

them for a chemical reaction 
¡  Consciousness affects torsion/bioenergy field which 

affect DNA which affect biophoton release which affect 
chemical reactions such as protein synthesis 



� Dr. Vlail Kaznacheyev 
¡  Shined light from diseased culture cell to healthy 

culture cell resulted in infection  
¢  Light caused DNA in healthy cells to rearrange to form 

DNA of the virus 
¢  Glass blocks this event; quartz does not (transmits UV 

and infrared) 

� Dr. Peter Gariaev 
¡  Chernobyl radiation dead seeds recovered after 

shining laser light through healthy seeds 
¡  Rat made diabetic through alloxan recovered after 

laser light shined through healthy excised rat 
pancreas and spleen directed at diabetic rat 

¡  Grandmother grew wisdom teeth after laser 
irradiaton of blood cells from grandson 



� Dr. Vlail Kaznacheyev 
¡  Light carries viral infection in top cell culture to bottom 

cell culture (quartz allows, glass stops uv light and 
transmission of viral information) 

¡  Some Russian scientist argue that this is a torsion field 
effect 



� Dr. Dzang Kangeng  
¡  Repeated passages of polarized light, with high 

frequency electromagnetic generator, passed through 
a “donnor” chamber with a duck to “acceptor” 
chamber with pregnant mother hen   
¢  Result:  hybrid chick-duck with flat beaks, longer neck, 

webbing between toes, larger internal organs 

¡  Repeat of experiment with 500 eggs.  480 chicks 
hatched 
¢  80% had flat bills, 90% had eyes  moved to a position 

similar to ducks, 25% had webbing between toes 
¢  Offspring remained half duck/half chick 

¡  Zap peanut seed to sunflower seed – resulting plant 
had seeds that tasted and smelled like peanuts 



� Dr. Peter Gariaev 
¡  Green laser through salamander eggs, then 

redirected into frog eggs 
¢  Result  Salamanders hatched from the frog eggs 

¡  Light/Energy  being used to affect information 
(DNA)that is transmitted to future generations 



� Duncan Irschick – U Massachusetts 
¡  Italian wall lizards moved from barren S Adriatic 

Sea island (live off insects) to lush tropical 
island. 
¢  In 36 yrs, lizards rewrote DNA, changed digestive tract 

to develop cecal valves to create fermentation to 
break down plant material 

� Rosemary & Peter Grant – Galapagos finch 
¡  In 20 years, as island went through drought, size 

and shape of beaks became longer and sharper to 
reach tiny seeds in hard to reach spaces 



� Owen Waters:  “The Shift” 
¡  Greater conscious awareness from the heart 

(awakening) 
¢  1960s – number was 1 in 50 
¢  2012 – number closer to 1 in 4 in US/Europe 

� Flynn Effect – James Flynn 
¡  IQ appears to be increasing 3 points per decade n 

20 different countries (including some not 
“literate” in the traditional sense 

¡  A persons who scored in top 10% 100 years ago 
would now score in the bottom 5% 

¡  Genius rank have increased 20 times 


